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QUESTION 1
(One hour)
Bob took his 15-year-old son, Will, to the 20th Annual Podunk Street Faire. Bob
wanted to spend time with his son because Bob had recently been diagnosed with a
heart condition that could cause him to collapse and die at any moment. Will had also
been in trouble a few times for petty crimes and Bob hoped quality time together would
get Will back on track.
Their first stop at the faire was the shooting gallery tent. The shooting gallery
used soft rubber “bullets” in a special low-impact “gun.” Bob was feeling a little dizzy,
but he promised to win Will the giant stuffed gorilla that was on display. Bob took aim at
the target and fired away but suddenly swayed and then collapsed. The last bullet went
wide as Bob crumpled to the ground. The bullet clipped Julie in the arm. Sally ran over
to help Julie. Julie’s arm was bleeding slightly so Sally used her purse strap to make a
tourniquet above the shallow wound. Unfortunately, she made it too tight and Julie later
had to have her arm amputated due to lack of circulation.
While others came to his father’s aid, Will grabbed the stuffed gorilla and ran. He
brushed past Betty as he exited the tent. Betty was an unsteady and blind 80-year-old
who fell to the grass, breaking her hip.
The shooting gallery vendor hailed Faire Security, which immediately launched
its drone to track Will. Will ran toward the parking lot. Bert, a security guard, was able to
grab the gorilla, clutched by Will, as he darted by. The gorilla’s arm was torn, but Bert
was still able to keep a hold of Will. Bert took Will to the guard shack where he kept him
handcuffed to a chair for 5 hours while they investigated what happened. Homer, the
security guard operating the drone was unfamiliar with the controls. He ended up
landing the drone on the roof of the QuickMart a block away before he was able to
figure out how to fly it back to the security shack.
What causes of action and privileges do the parties have, if any? Discuss,
sticking to topics you learned up to midterms.

